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• To identify and explain reasons 
for migration  

• To define key terms, such as 
refugee and migrant  

• To imagine what it would be 
like to flee at short notice  

• To appreciate the effect of 
migration on children 

 

• Immigration 

• Asylum 

• Migrant 

• Refugee 

• Trafficking 

• Exodus 

• Transit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

  

    

 

 

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
The following key articles can be highlighted when teaching the 
issues related to this theme:   
  
Article 3 (Best interests)  
Article 4 (Protection of rights)   
Article 6 (Survival)   
Article 9 (Separation from parents)  
Article 10 (Family reunification)  
Article 14 (Thought, Conscience and Belief)   
Article 22 (Refugee children)  
Article 29 (Goals of education)   
Article 30 (Children of minorities/indigenous groups)   

 

Learning Objectives Convention on the Rights of the Child 

JOURNEY 

This topic aims to help children understand the reasons for migration and the effects migration has on children and young people. 
Through engaging with a variety of workshop activities, children will ‘walk in someone else’s shoes’ and begin to understand the 
choices and consequences involved in migration. They should be able to distinguish between the terms 'refugee' and 'migrant', 
be aware of the current global migrant crisis. On a national level, children can be encouraged to discover information about Irish 
organisations which assist refugees globally and within their local communities. During all activities, personal reflection is to be 
encouraged with use of the Learner Journal tasks. Cross-curricular links can be made to Geography, History, Drama and English 
as well as SHPE or CSPE. Many suggested workshop activities can be easily adapted for either Primary or Secondary. However, 
audio-visual resources should be checked carefully for suitability dependent on the maturity and ability-range of class members. 

 

Key Words 

 
 

CORE 

KNOWLEDGE 
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• Why does migration occur 
and how can reasons be 
categorised?  

(push and pull factors; 
economic, political, religious 
and social issues; disasters) 

 

• What patterns of migration 
exist across the world? 
(recent years and migration 
crisis) 

 

• What are the positive and 
negative effects of migration 
on children during their 
journey?  

(dependent on context linked 
to types of reasons and if CRC 
realised or not - primary needs: 
safety, shelter, protection, 
food/water, family) 

 

• Why and how have refugee 
and migrant children ended 
up in Ireland? 

(national policy and processes, 
practicalities, pull factors)  

 

• How might their previous 
experiences (country of 
origin, journey) have 
exposed them to situations in 
which the CRC were not 
realised?  

(patterns of migration and 
country of origin) 

 

• How might these previous 
experiences shape individual 
character, ambitions, fears, 
hopes and concerns? 
 

 

• What do individual stories 
tell me about personal and 
family reasons for migration 
and/or conditions on their 
journey? 

(evidence from refugees and 
migrant children in Ireland  
e.g. UNICEF Ireland blogs; 
evidence from other children 
and young adults who have 
migrated to, or within, Ireland) 

 

• How does this make me feel? 

 

• How would I feel if I was in 
the same situation? 
(departure; initial or ongoing 
journey; constant  

 
 

  

Stage 1: GLOBAL Stage 2: LOCAL Stage 3:  PERSONAL 

Myself, and Wider World Myself and Others Myself 
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  Key Issues  Journey: Suggested Teaching Activities  Resources  
 Reasons for migration  Video and discussion: (Upper Primary/Secondary)  

• Uprooted by Violence: a toy’s story (Leaving Chad UNICEF YouTube)  
• Muzoon TEDXTeen  (YouTube) (first half c.5mins) where she refers to her 

choice to take books when leaving Syria  
Video, reading and discussion: identify ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors  
Time to Go (Primary Workshop 2) – choosing an object and packing  a suitcase  
Time to Go (Secondary Workshop 2)– writing and analysing scenarios  

• Uprooted by Violence: a toy’s story. Leaving Chad (UNICEF YouTube) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AligPB-FIx8  

• Malak’s Journey (UNICEF YouTube) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDy8_8L3s0A  

• The flow towards Europe (Lucify) https://www.lucify.com/theflow-

towards-europe/  UNHCR resources:  
• Map and Country Information http://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations  
• Historical refugee data (population fluctuation) 

http://data.unhcr.org/dataviz/  
• Escape from Syria – Rania’s Odyssey (first section - Secondary only) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDHwt-ooAi4  
• Syrian Refugees’ Treasured Possessions (Daily Mail article) 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2292837/If-flee-home- 
Poignant-pictures-Syrian-refugees-posing-treasuredpossessions.html  

• ‘Choose what to take’ Interactive game (BBC) 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-32057601  

• Muzoon TEDXTeen talk (c.5 mins at start, YouTube) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOxm_I7EcG8  

• Introductory video on international migration (c. 7mins, Migration 
Museum)  
http://www.migrationmuseum.org/introduction-tointernational-
migration/  

• Learner Journal  

Patterns of migration  Research, reading and discussion: Where have refugees and migrants travelled from and 
to? How have populations fluctuated across the world? Which situations across the world 
or in specific regions have caused migration?  
Label a map to illustrate your findings (individual or group work for class display board).  

Effects of migration on families and 

children  
Video: The dangerous boat ride to Greece through the eyes of a Syrian refugee girl -   
Malak’s journey (UNICEF)   
Discussion: Identify and categorise the positive and negative effects of departures and 
migration journeys. Think about what children may have ‘moved away from’ and what 
they might currently ‘experience now’. Relate these to relevant articles of the CRC.  
Identify similarities and differences between the experiences of children who are: 
refugees; unaccompanied migrants; those whose parents are economic migrants.  
Learner Journal: Journey Word Bank Challenge (quick plan of a scenario as empathy task)  

Sources of aid for refugees and 

migrants – role of global 

organisations and governments  

Research activity (pairs or groups): find out which major NGOs and charitable 
organisations assist refugees during the process of their migration journey; where this 
occurs; what they do; what they provide; how it helps  
CRC cards or poster and Learner Journal (Intro): Ask children to select only 3 of the 
articles which need addressing first in emergency situation (refugees). Which ones do they 
think need prioritising initially? Write them down and explain why they chose them. 
Feedback to class and debate why/how they prioritised their choices.  

CRC which relate to reasons for and 

nature of migration journeys  

  Key Issues  Journey: Suggested Teaching Activities  Resources  
 Reasons for migration to Ireland – 

specific pull factors, international 

agreements and aid  

‘Coming to Ireland’ Cards and Learner Journal: based on scenarios (different reasons) in 
order to check students’ understanding of the similarities and differences in experience 
between refugee and migrant.  
Use the story of Paddington Bear as a prompt for discussion (Primary).  

• ‘Coming to Ireland’ cards  
• "If it doesn't touch our hearts, what are we?" Hotel for Refugees  

(BBC short clip c. 2 mins)  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p05ncmjq  

• Atlas and maps  
• Learner Journal (Reflection)  

  
In the Learner Journal, There is an optional extension at a later stage after 
studying the Arrival and Residence topics. Students can continue their 
ideas for a journey scenario by completing the activity -‘Journey: Part 2 
Word Bank Challenge’ -which focuses on life in Ireland.  
  

  

Patterns of migration within Ireland 

– internal, external, refugee and 

migrant  

Research and reading.  
Ensure children understand the difference between internal migration and immigration to  
Ireland. Consider asylum-seekers and refugees in temporary and long-term 

accommodation;  
Irish-born migrants, Traveller and Roma communities; EU and global migrants   

Effects of migration on refugee and 

migrant children (departure and 

journey)  

Hypothesise on the possible migration journeys which children coming to Ireland may 
have experienced (general or specific case, such as Syria):  reasons for departure; what 
they brought; routes and modes of travel; where they might have arrived in Ireland; who 
helped them; how they felt at each stage.  
Identify Irish organisations and the work or history of Irish Aid. Discuss positives and 

negatives about current provision helping refugees come to Ireland – relate to the CRC.  

Sources of Irish aid for refugee and 

migrant children during their journey  

How this relates to me – reasons for 

Irish emigration and diaspora 

(historical, current); opportunities 

for involvement in school, 

community or national initiatives  

Video and discussion: "If it doesn't touch our hearts, what are we?” Hotel for Refugees 
(BBC)   
Cross-curricular link (History): develop historical consciousness and empathy 

through drawing reference to reasons for Irish emigration - What forced Irish people 

to migrate? Famine (late 1840s) Poverty (1900s) Employment (2000s) Learner 

Journal (Reflection)  

Stage 1: 
GLOBAL 

Stage 2: 
LOCAL 
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  Key Issues  Journey: Suggested Teaching Activities  Resources  
  Reasons for individual children 

migrating to Ireland – their personal 

stories  

Hypothesise on the possible migration journeys which children may have experienced 

coming to Ireland. Watch the video ‘For millions of children, travel is not a choice’ as a 

stimulus and discuss whether some children in Ireland may have experienced the same. 

Display photos of the children who produced the UNICEF blogs and give brief information 

about them (e.g. where they are from, reasons for migration, how old they were). In pairs, 

give children an atlas and ask them to find their countries of origin. Then hypothesis on 

their possible routes and modes of travel, where they might have first arrived in Ireland, 

who helped them and what they may have brought with them.  

• UNICEF video blogs 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLAhbgd1NKLZNayF19F75zhkTW-
CAC-hf  

• Hotel for Refugees (BBC)– reference to Ghassan who talks about his 
journey and reasons for leaving Syria 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09f46y6  

• For millions of children, travel is not a choice (UNICEF YouTube) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiK-_fgQgBY  

• Learner Journal (Reflection)  
• CRC cards and/or poster  

How their experiences may have 
made them feel (departure and  
journey)  

UNICEF video blogs: listen to a couple of the children’s blogs and discuss any details which 
refer to their journey (reasons for departure, mode of travel, how they felt). For example, 
in Natasha's video, she describes the reasons her family fled Zimbabwe - her mother was 
targeted by the government for being an activist on women's rights.   
Reflect: Ask the children to think of three questions they would like to ask the children in 

the blogs about their journey.  What else would they like to know about their journeys?  
How hearing these stories makes me 
feel; how I would feel if I had  
experienced the same? 

Learner Journal (Reflection)  
Comparison – discuss and note down the similarities and differences between various 
individuals’ migration journeys to Ireland (hypothetical and real). Use all sources of media 
after research on examples of young migrant individuals in Ireland.  
Discussion:  
• Do you think ‘age’ makes a difference to the effect that migration has on children?  
• Do you think their journeys made them more vulnerable or stronger?   
• Why is it hard to answer these questions?  
Explain that although there may be similarities between refugees’ experiences, no two 
people are exactly the same. Everyone reacts differently and sometimes the negative 
effects might surface later. We can never truly know the full-scale of the effect on young 
children’s minds – those who experience war, violence, loss and extreme fear. Highlight 
the fact that a shared ‘lived’ experience can be a strong bond but that departure journeys 
can separate people.  
CRC Card Activity (Secondary):   
Give pairs or groups of children the cards of the following CRC articles:  
Article 3 (Best interests)  
Article 4 (Protection of rights)   
Article 6 (Survival)   
Article 9 (Separation from parents)  
Article 10 (Family reunification)  
Article 14 (Religion)   
Article 22 (Refugee children)  
Article 29 (Goals of education)   
Article 30 (Children of minorities/indigenous groups)   
Ask children to identify which ones they think relate to the individual stories they have 
heard in the video blogs. This should provoke discussion. Ask the following questions:  
• Which ones may reflect the reasons for departure from their home country and 

current residence in Ireland?  
• Why is it sometimes difficult to know the full context or situation which led to 

children becoming refugees or migrants?  
• What can we do to support children in similar circumstances?  

How far my and/or their  
experiences are similar or different 
to each other?  
 

How this relates to me now – what 

can I do? 

  

  

  

Stage 3 
PERSONAL 
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